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ABSTRACT

Forested fans are common landforms in west central British Columbia.  They can be subject to

hydrogeomorphic processes ranging from debris flows to floods carrying bedload and woody

debris.  These processes represent hazards for forest management activities such as road

construction and harvesting.  Conversely, forest management activities can exacerbate the effect

of natural hydrogeomorphic processes, increasing the level of disturbance on fan surfaces and in

stream channels.

This thesis presents the scientific basis for a hazard classification of fans for forest management.

The classification is based on forest stand characteristics, aerial photograph and site features, and

basic watershed attributes.  Forest stands are used to determine the power of hydrogeomorphic

events (floods, debris floods, and debris flows).  High-power events clear swaths through a forest

stand, which lead to the establishment of distinctive cohorts.  Low-power events lead to the

deposition of sediments under a forest canopy, which generally results in growth responses rather

than mortality or removal of the forest stand.  In cases where there is mortality, tree stems remain

in situ rather than being cleared from the affected area.  Site features of sediment deposits are

used to determine the hydrogeomorphic process.

Watershed attributes were determined for identifying hydrogeomorphic processes, power and

disturbance extent level.  The attributes are basic morphometric parameters such as watershed

area and relief, and most can be measured directly from topographic maps without the use of

geographic information systems (GIS).  Dendroecological techniques were used to determine the

number of events occurring on study fans.  Regression models were developed to predict the

number of events in the past 50 years.  The independent variables were watershed attributes that

can be determined by a combination of topographic map measurements and GIS.

An examination of 55 fans with forestry activities provides a comprehensive hazard perspective

on key fan and watershed attributes, and on the influence of road construction and harvesting

prescriptions in zones of fans that are subjective to active hydrogeomorphic processes.  The

hazard classification and the forestry activity review provide the first comprehensive basis for

sustainable forest management on fans in British Columbia.
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION

Fans are conical-shaped deposits of sediment formed where a stream emerges from the confines

of a steep mountain channel.  Deposition can be the result of historic or active alluvial or colluvial

processes.  A central feature of most fans is an unconfined stream channel or channels.

Characteristically, fans are productive forest sites that offer low cost harvesting opportunities

because of easy access and relatively gentle gradients.  Roads frequently cross fans during the

course of forest development.  Unfortunately, harvesting and road building on fans can be

problematic due to the presence of active geomorphic and hydrologic processes.  This study

explores the use of the composition and structure of forest stands on fans as indicators of the

frequency, power and disturbance extent of contemporary geomorphic and hydrologic processes

influencing fans.

1.1  STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

At present in British Columbia, foresters have very limited guidance regarding the identification of

hydrogeomorphic hazards with regard to operational planning and practices on fans.  There is

very little mention of fans in the Forest Practices Code of BC (FPC).  Also, there has been very

limited hydrogeomorphic research related to forestry on fans.  From this lack of attention, it might

be assumed that hydrogeomorphic hazards on fans are not important issues.  The opposite is the

case.  Across the province, roads and harvesting on fans have aggravated natural

hydrogeomorphic processes.  The results have been impacts to fish habitat, loss of drainage

structures and roads, mortality in plantations and loss of property and improvements.  These

impacts stem from a failure to recognize active hydrologic and geomorphic processes and an

inability to translate such information into appropriate sustainable forestry prescriptions.
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1.2  STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study were to provide a scientific basis for forest management on fans by:

1) Determining the spatial and temporal characteristics of the hydrogeomorphic processes

that influence fans;

2) Determining site and watershed factors that can be used to identify hydrogeomorphic

processes that pose hazards to fan stability and forest land use; and,

3) Developing a compendium of forestry experience on fans that provides guidance for

sustainable forest management practices.

The study was undertaken in the Prince Rupert Forest Region of British Columbia, with emphasis

in the Terrace through Houston area.  It was recognized at the outset that any quantitative results

would only be applicable to the study area, however the qualitative results would most likely be

widely applicable to forested fans in general.

1.3  RESEARCH QUESTION

The research question addressed in this thesis is:

To what extent do natural forest stands on a fan indicate the power, disturbance

extent and frequency of natural, contemporary hydrogeomorphic processes

influencing the fan?

For clarification, the following definitions apply in this study:

•  “Natural” implies no or very limited human modification to a fan and its contributing

watershed.

•  “Forest stand” is a spatially continuous group of trees and associated vegetation having

similar structures and growing under similar soil and climatic conditions (Oliver and

Larson 1996).

•  “Contemporary” is based on the maximum age of trees in the study area (500 years) but is

generally less than 200 years.
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•  “Hydrogeomorphic” means a combination of hydrologic and geomorphic processes, such

as debris flows, debris floods, floods and channel avulsions.

1.4  SCIENTIFIC AND OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

At present in British Columbia there is no coherent body of scientific or operational knowledge

regarding forestry on fans. This study will begin laying a foundation for scientific investigation.

The exploration of forestry practices on fans will also provide a framework for a coherent body of

knowledge related to operational forestry on fans.

Currently the FPC provides very limited guidance with regards to fans.  The Gully Assessment

Procedure (GAP) (Anon. 2001) uses three fan features to determine potential hazards on fans:

number of channels, channel depth, and indications of past debris flows.  However, the GAP does

not provide guidance related to roads or harvesting on fans.  The Channel Assessment Procedure

(CAP) (Anon. 1998) refers to fans as geomorphically active landscape features, but provides no

guidance for forestry activities.

The current FPC is prescriptive, meaning that procedures are used to provide guidance for

management to achieve desired results.  In the case of forest hydrology, the Watershed

Assessment Procedures (Anon. 1999a), GAP and CAP are employed to limit cumulative and site-

specific watershed impacts.  However, the current FPC is under major review with the objective

of becoming results-based rather than prescriptive.  It is therefore unlikely that a “Fan

Assessment” procedure will be added to the FPC as a requirement for forest management.  The

challenge for this project is to provide clear evidence that the current approach to forest

management on fans is costly in terms of financial losses to structures, roads and plantations as

well as unnecessarily impacting fish habitat and other environmental attributes.  The project must

also provide a cost-effective method for operational forestry staff to determine hydrogeomorphic

hazards on fans and provide guidance for sustainable forestry practices.
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Fortunately operational foresters are recognizing the problems with forestry activities on fans.

Preliminary work on the topic, including an extension note, management strategies, field training

sessions and consulting, have been welcomed (Wilford 1998; Wilford 2002a).  There is growing

recognition that it is cost effective in both the short and long-term to identify hydrologic and

geomorphic hazards on fans and plan forestry operations accordingly.  As a testament to this

increasing awareness, support for this project was obtained from several forest companies, the BC

Ministry of Forests, Forest Renewal BC, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, and the BC Ministry of

Water, Land and Air Protection.

In applied science, extension of research results is essential if the knowledge is to become

operational.  Some view the need for extension as an admission that the process of research was

flawed.  By this they mean that end users should be involved from the beginning, so that extension

is not necessary.  Extension was built into the project at an early stage by involving operational

resource people (Appendix A).  However, it is not possible to include all possible end users, so

extension products (a field training course and manual of management strategies) were developed

and delivered during the research project.  Six presentations were made at conferences during the

project and two technical articles were written (Wilford et al. 2002b, 2002c).  In addition,

throughout the research project, efforts were made to incorporate site and watershed features that

can be identified by operational forestry staff at very little cost.

1.5  THESIS OUTLINE

Definitions of fans and hydrogeomorphic processes are presented in Chapter 2.  Chapter 3

presents a description of the study area.  A forest stand-based method of determining the power

and disturbance extent of hydrogeomorphic processes is presented in Chapter 4 and the study fans

are classified in an eight-category scheme.  The classification scheme is explored statistically in

Chapter 5 through the identification of unique watershed attributes for each category.

Dendroecology was used to determine the frequency of hydrogeomorphic events on study fans.

These data are analyzed using regression analysis in Chapter 6 to develop predictive models with
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watershed attributes as the independent variables.  Forestry activities on fans are explored in

Chapter 7.  Specific pre-forestry aerial photographic features are identified that indicate high

hydrogeomorphic hazards.  The relationship between forestry activities and impacts are described.

Chapter 8 summarizes the major findings of the study and presents recommendations for future

research.
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CHAPTER 2.  FANS AND HYDROGEOMORPHIC PROCESSES

2.1  INTRODUCTION

Fans are present in every climatic setting and have been the subject of considerable geomorphic

research.  While the focus of this project is on humid temperate fans, the broad geomorphic

literature allows for a more complete appreciation of the processes affecting fans.  Thus, the

discussion that follows employs a broad range of climatic settings to define fans and the

hydrogeomorphic processes that contribute to their formation and development.

2.2  FAN DEFINITION

A fan is a landform whose surface forms a segment of a cone that radiates downslope from the

point where a stream emerges from the confines of a mountain (Bull 1977).  The plan view of a

fan is generally that of a flattened cone, and the contours bow down-fan (Figure 2.1).  Overall

Figure 2.1.  A clearcut fan with a classic flattened cone shape (Carrigan3).
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radial profiles are concave and cross-fan profiles are convex.  The point of emergence or top of a

fan is referred to as the apex.  Three different zones are recognized on a fan surface: proximal or

close to the apex; medial or in the mid-position; and distal toward the outer edges of a fan

(Mukerji 1990).

Fans are composed of sediments that originate in a source-area watershed.  Transport of

sediments to the fan apex is by fluvial processes or debris flows, or a combination of the two.

Interestingly, fans are commonly and incorrectly referred to as “alluvial fans” regardless of the

sediment transport process (Lecce 1990).  As a stream emerges from the confines of a mountain

and enters the fan apex, conditions can change resulting in the  deposition of sediment.  The

primary change is a lack of confinement that allows the stream to become wider and shallower,

reducing stream competency (Bull 1977).  Similarly, the lack of confinement allows debris flows

to spread out, dissipating both energy and water.  A secondary change, in some situations, is a

decrease in channel gradient that again reduces the competency of the stream or the energy of the

flowing debris.  Impediments to flow may also be present on a fan surface.  These may include

vegetation, woody debris, boulders, or topographic irregularities.

Slope gradients from the apex to the toe of fans can range from 2 to 20 degrees.  Fans steeper

than 20 degrees are referred to as cones or alluvial [sic] cones (Bull 1977).  However, in British

Columbia, cones are distinguished from fans if the gradient is greater than 15 degrees (Howes

and Kenk 1997).  For the purpose of this project, fan-like landforms with slopes in the 15 to 20

degree range were considered to be fans if a stream channel was present.

With distance from the apex, sediments on a fan characteristically become finer.  This is due to

water transport and sorting of the sediments.  An exception can occur in fans that have an

entrenched stream channel.  In these situations, coarse sediments are transported further down fan

than on the original fan surface.
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As discussed later, fans develop characteristic features depending on the hydrogeomorphic

processes that are, or historically were generated from their contributing watershed, and on the

geologic materials present in the contributing watershed.  Characteristic fan features include size,

gradient, texture of soils, degree of sorting, surface roughness, and vegetation.

2.3  TYPES OF FANS

Two major types of fans are recognized on the basis of the transporting flow and the type of

sediment being deposited (Schumm et al. 1987).  Fluvial fans are formed by water transport and

characteristically have sorted sediments in discrete layers (Figure 2.2).  The gradient of fluvial

fans is generally less than 4 degrees (Jackson et al. 1987).  Debris flow fans are formed primarily

by mass wasting (debris flows and debris floods).  Sediments are characteristically poorly sorted

although there can be beds of sorted sediments as a result of alluvial action, particularly in distal

areas (Figure 2.3). Debris flow fans have gradients ranging from 5 to 15 degrees.  In British

Figure 2.2.  Characteristic sorting of alluvial sediments (Tableland).
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Columbia the terrain classification system uses the terms fluvial fans and colluvial fans, and

bases the distinction on respective fan materials (Howes and Kenk 1997).

A stream flowing from the contributing watershed is common to both types of fans.  On fluvial

fans, the stream is a true “alluvial stream” since its bed and banks are alluvial, or transported and

deposited by fluvial processes.  For clarification, “alluvial” and “alluvium” refer to the sediments

deposited by a river or stream while “fluvial” refers to the process of running water (Whittow

1984).  On colluvial fans, streams erode channels through debris flow deposits.

2.4  CONTEMPORARY FAN ACTIVITY

There is considerable discussion in the literature regarding the temporal origins of fans.  In some

situations field evidence supports the position that fan origin is linked to late-glacial

sedimentation episodes unrelated to modern conditions (Ryder 1971a, 1971b; Ritter et al. 1993).

Figure 2.3.  Poorly sorted sediments of a colluvial fan (Skilokus).
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In other situations, it is apparent that fans are actively growing (Beaty 1970); being dissected

(Hunt and Mabey 1966); or in a steady-state, dynamic equilibrium with sediment supply and

water (Denny 1965, 1967; Hooke 1968).  From this we can conclude that there are three basic

levels of fan activity:

•  Actively aggrading fans – These fans accrete through annual or periodic sediment

deposition processes.  While the present volume increments to the fan may be small

compared to previous conditions (e.g., immediate post-glaciation), they are sufficient to

modify the fan surface, including vegetation and topographic expression.

•  Degrading fans – These fans originated during previous periods of accretion.  Currently

the watersheds are sediment-supply limited and the stream channels are entrenching.

Characteristically, the trenching begins at the apex and the situation is referred to as a

“fan-headed trench” (see Section 6.4.5).  Reworking of sediments on the fan by

entrenching can lead to radial extension of the fan (Bull 1964a, 1964b).  The reworking

can be by fluvial erosion or mass wasting (e.g., debris slides from the channel banks

leading to debris flows down the entrenched channel as described by Osterkamp and

Hupp 1987).

•  Fans in dynamic equilibrium – The stream channel on these fans is able to transport

sediments across the fan.  The volume transported may be high or low, but it matches the

transport capability of the stream channel (“steady state”).  The fan size and volume is

not appreciably aggrading or degrading and the fan surface is characterized by lack of

disturbance by hydrogeomorphic processes.

The level of fan activity is directly related to hydrogeomorphic processes and includes debris

flows, debris floods, floods, snow avalanches, and channel erosion on the fan.  As these processes

are influenced by climate, over periods of time any individual fan could exhibit some degree of

all three types of behaviour.
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2.5  HYDROLOGIC AND GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES

In very basic terms, fans are influenced by the supply of water, sediment, and where appropriate,

woody debris.  The influence is related to both the total amount as well as the relative ratios of

water and sediment/debris (“sediment” includes bed and traction load, and texture of sediment is

an important variable).  High ratios of sediment to water will lead to aggradation on the fan while

low ratios lead to degradation (or entrenchment of the channel).

The primary hydrologic and geomorphic processes that influence the supply of water and

sediments to fans originate in the contributing watershed: floods, debris floods, debris flows, and

snow avalanches (although snow avalanches are only addressed to a limited extent in this study).

On the fan itself, stream channels, overbank flows, high stage distributaries, channel avulsions

and channel entrenchment are processes that lead to the redistribution of sediments and water.

2.5.1  Floods

Floods are discharge events that modify channel morphology and usually lead to disturbance well

beyond the established stream channel.  There are two basic types of floods: hydrologic and

hydrogeomorphic.  Rainfall and/or snowmelt generate hydrologic floods.  Hydrogeomorphic

floods are caused by a rapid release of water such as moraine, snow avalanche or debris flow dam

ruptures, glacial lake outbursts, beaver dam failures and downstream dilution of debris flows and

debris floods.  A hydrogeomorphic flood can exceed a design streamflow flood (e.g., 100 year

return period) from a watershed by a factor of up to 100 (Jakob and Jordan 2001).  Actively

growing fans are influenced by hydrologic floods, and may be subjected to hydrogeomorphic

floods on a periodic basis.

Stream channels strive to establish equilibrium between the dominant discharge and load by

adjusting the hydraulic variables (e.g., channel width and depth, velocity, roughness, and water

slope).  The “dominant discharge” has been defined as the flow at which most of the sediments

are transported leading to a characteristic morphology (Wolman and Miller 1960).  Dominant
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discharge has been determined to be bank-full discharge with a recurrence interval of 1.1 to 2.0

years (Wolman and Miller 1960; Kilpatrick and Barnes 1964; Dury 1973).  This means that on

average in a stream channel that is in a “quasi-equibrium state” (Leopold and Maddock 1953),

the stream leaves its channel once every two to three years.  However, a closer inspection of

bank-full discharge by Williams (1978) indicates that there is not a common recurrence

frequency, and the range can be from 1.01 to 32 years. In addition, the morphology of small

streams can be influenced by large woody debris (see Section 2.6) to the extent that it is the wood

rather than flood flows that create the “characteristic morphologies” (Gomi et al. 2002).  One of

the characteristic morphologies associated with large woody debris is a wide, shallow channel,

which can be subject to very regular over-bank flows in some reaches (e.g., several times a year).

“Flooding” in alluvial streams is defined as the situation where the stream channel no longer

confines flow, resulting in over bank discharge of water and sediment.  Given the previous

discussion, it follows that overbank floods occur on most streams on a relatively frequent basis.

Several factors are at work on actively growing alluvial fans that favour flooding on an even

more regular basis.  Actively growing fans are characterized by annual or periodic delivery of

sediments and debris to the fan.  This represents a situation of “oversupply” relative to flow

discharge.  As a result, there is either localized or widespread aggradation of sediments and/or

debris jams in the stream channel.  Thus, on a periodic basis the stream is in a disturbed state.  A

period of time is required for a stream channel to recover from a major disturbance and regain its

equilibrium and thus characteristic morphology (Wolman and Gerson 1978).  During this period

all or part of the stream on the fan will be shallower and more prone to overbank flows,

subjecting the fan to either localized or widespread flooding.

The extent of flooding is worthy of further exploration.  The techniques developed for floodplain

hazard mapping do not apply to fans due to the unconfined nature of the stream channel.  Normal

backwater profile computational procedures are not applicable (Kellerhals and Church 1990).  In

addition, when flooding begins, there is a possibility that the whole or major portions of the
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Table 2.1.  Watershed characteristics related to floods.

channel may avulse or shift laterally (see Section 2.4.4).  Avulsions are usually much more severe

hazards than normal flooding on fans (Kellerhals and Church 1990).

Climatic events and watershed characteristics influence floods (Table 2.1).  The magnitude of

hydrologic floods is related to the severity of the climatic event and antecedent conditions.

Hydrogeomorphic floods are generally watershed specific due to a range of factors such as

achieving a threshold of a triggering mechanism for a debris flow with subsequent dam formation

and rapid breaching.  Because of the need for a triggering mechanism, there is generally a poorer

correlation between hydrogeomorphic floods and climatic events.

The characteristic flood deposits on fans are bars, sheets, and splays (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4).

Textures of the sediments can range from silt through cobbles.  Sorting may be absent (massive)

or present (vertical and horizontal with cross stratification).  The overall relief of flood deposits is
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Table 2.2.  Classification and characteristics of flow processes and deposits (after: Costa
1984, 1988; Pierson and Costa 1987; Smith 1986; Wells and Harvey 1987;
VanDine 1985; Hungr et al. 2001).

low unless log steps have formed behind woody debris (Section 2.6).  Evidence on a fan surface

of a hydrogeomorphic flood is variable, ranging from debris flow depositional features (Section

2.4.2) to extensive water flood features.

2.5.2  Debris flows

Debris flows are rapid mass movements in which soil, rock, water and organic debris move

together as a single viscoplastic body (Johnson 1970; Iverson 1997) (Table 2.2).  This study
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Table 2.2.  Continued.

focused on channelized or valley-confined debris flows (Innes 1983).  Sediment entrainment is

irreversible; water and solids move at the same velocity.  Solids may constitute 70-90% by

weight of the flow mass.  In forested terrain, large organic debris can constitute up to 50% of a

debris flow (Swanston and Swanson 1976).

Debris flows are powerful events that exert enormous forces on objects in their flow path.  The

impact forces can reach several thousand newtons per square metre (Takahashi 1981).  The
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Figure 2.4.  Geomorphic and sedimentologic features of debris flows (D1 and D2), debris
floods (T1) and alluvial floods (S1, S2 and S3) (Wells and Harvey 1987).
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magnitude of the impact force is proportional to the mean velocity squared (Watanabe and Ikeya

1981; Costa 1984).  This is why debris flows can be so destructive when rapidly moving down a

channel or across a fan, and yet, due to low velocities near the edges of the flow, can “wrap”

themselves around small vegetation and fail to scar tree bark or damage vehicles (Costa 1984;

VanDine 1985).

Debris flows also exert significant shear stress, causing scour in the stream channel (Costa 1984).

Evidence of debris flow scour in a stream channel can remain for decades: a simplified channel

lacking cross-channel debris, scour to bedrock, deciduous riparian vegetation, abrasion of trees

(particularly along channel bends) and debris jams (in confined channel reaches, on the

floodplain or on the fan).  However, in humid temperate forests, the forest cover may obscure

aerial photographic identification of all or some of the components of a small- and moderate-

sized debris flows: the initiation zone, transport zone and deposition zones (Wilford and Schwab

1982; Sterling 1994).  Thus, forest cover may significantly bias regional aerial photographic

inventories of debris flows.

Valley-confined debris flows in humid temperate forests characteristically have three forms of

initiation (Takahashi 1981).  The most common in BC is an open slope failure (debris slide or

debris avalanche) that enters the stream channel, gains moisture and proceeds down channel as a

debris flow (Sidle et al. 1985; Jordan 1994).  The two other forms of initiation occur during a

major runoff event with the mobilization of sediment and debris stored in the stream channel, or

the rupture of a debris jam.  All three forms of initiation are stochastic; however the latter two

have the deterministic component of the build-up of material in the channel.  While climatic

events are essential (Septer and Schwab 1995) other conditions must be present for either an

open slope failure or mobilization of channel sediments (Dagg 1987; Miles and Kellerhals 1981).

The key features are unstable sites that lead into gullies and sufficient materials in a gully to

release as a debris flow.
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Central to debris flow initiation is erosion-prone terrain, including both bedrock and surficial

materials.  This terrain must be “connected” to gullies, meaning that the sites should be either in

the gully (headwalls or sidewalls) or situated in a position that would allow an open slope failure

to enter a gully.  High rates of mass wasting are associated with highly jointed and strongly

fissured volcanic bedrock (Eisbacher and Clague 1984; Evans 1984; Schwab 1983).  Mass

wasting is also associated with competent plutonic and metamorphic rocks; however, the size of

failures are generally smaller because it is the shallow surficial materials on steep slopes that fail

(Innes 1982; Schwab 1983).  Surficial materials subject to mass wasting or sediment supply to

channels include thick, wet tills and unvegetated materials (colluvial, fluvial, and morainal)

(Bovis and Dagg 1988).

As noted previously, climatic events are essential for debris flow initiation.  The events are

required to build up sufficient pore water pressure on unstable slopes or lead to significant

streamflows in gullies.  The events may include rain, rain-on-snow and snowmelt, but can also

include non-climatic events such as dam ruptures (Clague et al. 1985).  Caine (1980) presents a

threshold relation for predicting shallow, rapid failures using intensity and duration of rainfall.

Church and Miles (1987) explored the meteorologic conditions associated with debris flows in

southwestern British Columbia and concluded that Caine’s method did not apply.  Key reasons

included antecedent weather (soil moisture), snowpacks and difficulties in extrapolating

precipitation data from valley bottom stations to remote, high elevation debris flow initiation

sites (a common challenge in British Columbia).  However, Sidle et al. (1985) used a range of

case studies to explore the basic assumptions of Caine’s threshold approach and concluded that it

can be a useful general predictor for the occurrence of shallow rapid landslides.

In addition to the presence of erosion-prone terrain, several other watershed characteristics are

associated with debris flows.  Jackson et al. (1987) used Melton’s ruggedness number to identify

debris flow prone watersheds (R = HA-0.5, where H is basin relief and A is basin area) (Melton

1965).  They found that ruggedness numbers greater than 0.25 to 0.3 are associated with debris
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flow prone watersheds.  VanDine (1985) observed that channels must have gradients of at least

25° for debris flow initiation and that debris flow deposition begins at approximately 15°.

Beyond a certain watershed size, it appears that the amount of water supplied by a watershed

leads to dilution of debris flows and the evolution into debris floods or water floods.  This size is

variable due to climate, geomorphic characteristics, surficial materials and geology; however it

appears to be in the range of 0.7 to 10 square kilometres (Thurber Consultants 1983; VanDine

1985).  Church and Miles (1987) identified that direct exposure of a watershed to storms is a key

to explaining concentrations of debris flows in a landscape.

Deposition of debris flows occurs due to a decrease in gradient or a widening of the channel or

both (VanDine 1985), or at abrupt tributary junction angles (Benda and Cundy 1990).  Deposition

can occur in low gradient channel reaches, characteristically as debris jams in temperate forest

situations (Hogan et al. 1998).  The deposition of debris flows on fans results in a range of

specific features or signatures.  Foremost is fan slope, which is characteristically > 4°.  Gradient

is a key factor in differentiating fluvial versus debris flow fans (Jackson et al. 1987).  Sediments

comprising a debris flow fan are poorly sorted, although different depositional events may give

the appearance of stratification.  Several factors may cause some degree of sorting.  Finer

material is commonly transported down the creek and deposited after the initial debris flow.  This

finer material is referred to as “afterflow” (VanDine 1985).  Fluvial action after an event can lead

to a reworking and sorting of sediments.  Such reworking is particularly evident in distal areas of

a debris flow fan.

Debris flows create distinctive features on the fan surface (Figure 2.4).  As a debris flow

progresses down a fan, dispersive forces and differential particle velocities cause migration of

large particles to the margins of the flow (Suwa 1988).  Lateral areas of the flow mass are pushed

to the sides and sheared from the mass as the rigid plug passes through the middle of the flow,

leaving levées which are commonly studded with large boulders (Sharp 1942).  When debris

flows stop, the strength of the material or concentrations of coarse clasts at the margins of the
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flow allows for the formation of steep fronts and sides, creating terminal lobes (Costa 1984).  The

height and steepness of the terminal lobes depends on the nature of the sediments and the water

content of the debris flow (Wells and Harvey 1987).  The characteristics of the terminal lobe can

also be strongly influenced by large woody debris (Swanston and Swanson 1976).  The lateral

and terminal lobes of debris flows create a stepped or segmented fan profile.  A characteristic of

levées and lobes is a uniform distribution of sizes up through boulders in a matrix of fine-grained

sediments (diamicton) (Costa 1984).  Scattered large boulders on the fan surface have also been

used as evidence of debris flows (Jackson et al. 1987) although rockfalls should be ruled out as a

source.

2.5.3  Debris floods

There is a continuum from water floods through debris flows, with debris floods being an

intermediary (these events are also referred to as hyperconcentrated flows) (Table 2.2).  Where

debris flows have been observed closely, some evolve into debris floods as they proceed

downstream due to addition of water from tributaries (Pierson and Scott 1985).  The condition of

irreversible sediment entrainment separates debris flows from water floods and debris floods.

The latter two can vary their sediment load readily by deposition and erosion, but a debris flow

cannot selectively deposit any but the coarsest particles.  Thus, a debris flow cannot be converted

into a water or a debris flood by deposition, only by the addition of water (Hooke 1967).

The term “debris flood” emphasizes rapid transport and deposition of sediment during high

sediment and water discharge events (Hungr et al. 2001). There is a subtle difference between

debris flood deposits and water flood deposits, primarily in the orientation of pebbles to small

cobbles, lack of cross stratification, grading of sediments and nature of the gravel framework

(Smith 1986).  In addition, Smith (1986) notes that debris flood deposits are characteristically

deeper than water flood deposits.  Unlike debris flows, deposition is not en masse.
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The reason for the similarity in deposits between debris floods and water floods is that most

transport of coarse sediment occurs during periods of high discharge.  However, not all floods

involve high concentrations of sediment.  Debris floods should be viewed as an extraordinary

form of flood in which an extremely large volume of sediment with a wide range in grain size is

moved and deposited in a short period of time (Smith 1986).  During the event, the high sediment

concentrations lead to additional sediment support mechanisms (buoyancy, grain dispersive

pressure) relative to water floods (Table 2.2).

There are several reasons why identification of debris floods is important in this study.  The first

is the extent and depth of materials deposited on a fan surface.  The extent can be similar to that

of water floods; however the depth can be considerably greater.  Conversely, the extent can be

much greater but generally not as deep as debris flow deposits.  The second reason has to do with

the possibility that debris floods, because of their lower sediment concentration, could move

down a channel beyond the point of deposition for debris flows.  As the debris flood proceeds

down the channel and across a fan, the resulting impacts to forest cover could be high (stand

clearing) or low (spreading sediment under the canopy).  Low-power events may not be

characteristic of debris flows.

2.5.4  Avulsions

Channel avulsions are the sudden lateral shifting in position of stream channels (Allen 1965).

Avulsions can be common processes on fans.  Even if avulsions are uncommon on a fan, several

features of fans and streams on fans tend to favour their occurrence.

The position of a stream on a fan with regards to cross-sectional elevation is a key feature for

channel stability.  Characteristically, the stream is in a high position.  This can be related to

gradual aggradation of the fan surface from over-bank deposition of fine sediments (levée

deposits close to the channel, thinning in depth with distance from the channel) and bedload
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deposition in the stream channel (Kellerhals and Church 1990).  A factor that could aid in levée

formation is dense riparian vegetation (Section 4.5).

Stream channels on fans are unconfined, meaning that their banks are composed of

unconsolidated material.  Being unconsolidated, they are prone to erosion by the stream, and

hence avulsions.  In situations where the stream is not deeply incised into the fan, woody debris

from blowdown or small debris jams can easily block the channel.  Debris flow deposits or

bedload deposition can also form channel blocks, even in incised channel reaches.  These

blockages in the channel can set the stage for avulsions.  The continuity of channel incision is

critical.  It is possible to have a stream on a fan that is incised in some reaches of the fan, and

unconfined in other reaches.  Channel avulsion is, in essence, a process waiting to happen and a

shallow channel exacerbates this possibility.

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, an alluvial stream experiences over-bank flow on a relatively

frequent basis.  Once the flow leaves the main channel there is a reduction in stream competence

or ability to carry bedload.  If this loss in competence becomes significant, bedload is deposited

in the main channel and plugging of the channel occurs (Kellerhals and Church 1990).  As a

result, more flow goes over-bank, and what began as a benign (usually depositional) process of

over-bank flow can quickly lead to the erosion of a new channel.

With an avulsion, a new channel is generally created across the fan surface.  The exact location of

an avulsion and the subsequent new stream course is difficult to determine prior to an avulsion,

although several factors should be considered.  Shallower stream reaches appear to be more

prone to avulsions, although entrenched reaches can have an avulsion given the deposition of

significant bedload.  Once an avulsion occurs, stream flow will follow the line of least resistance

– topographic lows (e.g., old channels).  A confounding factor is that any obstruction to flow

(e.g., large woody debris) could lead to a re-routing of the new channel.  Development of a new
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channel can be determined by a series of random events and the exact route is often quite

unpredictable (Kellerhals and Church 1990).

2.5.5  Channel entrenchment

Channel entrenching is the process by which the channel on a fan incises into the fan surface

(Figure 2.5).  Characteristically this process occurs at or near the fan apex and the descriptive

term is “fan-headed trenching” (Bull 1964a, 1964b).  Trenching can be significant with incision

up to 50 metres below the fan surface (Bull 1977).  The point at which the trench emerges on the

fan surface is referred to as the “intersection point” (Hooke 1967).

There are two schools of thought regarding the causes of trenching on alluvial fans (Weaver and

Schumm 1974).  External forces such as altered base levels, tectonics and climate change are the

classical reasons.  However, it has been shown through laboratory experiments and field

Figure 2.5.  An entrenched stream channel on a debris flow fan (Wan).
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investigations that a cyclical pattern of fan evolution could also be a cause (Weaver 1984).  The

pattern involves cycles of apex sedimentation, increase in slope, incision, lateral channel migration

and back filling.

Channel entrenchment on fans has both geomorphic and ecological implications.  A fan-headed

trench channels flow (water, debris flows and debris floods) out of the contributing watershed,

transmitting materials down-fan to the end of the trench before deposition occurs.  In addition,

the banks of the entrenched channel can experience mass wasting leading to channel plugging

and on-fan initiated debris flows (Osterkamp and Hupp 1987).  The result of the transmission of

sediments is an elongation of the fan, with coarser sediments being transported further down-fan

and being deposited over finer sediments.  Trenching can have a significant effect on the water

relations on the upper portions of a fan.  Broadcast flows over the fan surface become rare and

the groundwater table is lowered.  As a result, forest site productivity can decline significantly,

particularly if the fan is composed of coarse textured materials (see Table 4.3 and Section 4.5.1).

I have observed trenching that began some distance below the fan apex with the knickpoint being

either bedrock or large boulders or, in some cases, woody debris.  While these observations may

be “special cases”, it is my perception that the point of trench initiation can have significant

implications for fan surface stability with regard to hydrogeomorphic processes.  For example, if a

trench begins some distance below the fan apex, a debris flow may deposit material on the upper

fan segment causing a channel avulsion.  The resulting disturbance would thus influence the upper

fan surface.  If the trench begins at the fan apex, the debris flow would continue down the

channel, depositing material at the intersection point, leaving the upper fan unaffected.

A further interesting point is the role of woody debris as a hydraulic control structure in forested

streams (Heede 1972; Marston 1982; Gomi et al. 2002).  The extent of trenching on forested fans

due to these structures could be limited relative to non-forested fans in more arid regions.  A

parallel consideration is the role of large boulders, a common element on some debris flow fans.
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It is possible that boulders provide stable hydraulic structures in fan streams and thus limit the

degree of channel incision (Church in prep.).

2.5.6  Groundwater hydrology of fans

Given the preceding discussion on the hydrogeomorphic processes that form and influence fans,

it is apparent that fans can have a range of sediment types, and any individual fan may have a

complex interbedding (vertically and horizontally) of sorted and unsorted sediments with a wide

range of textures.  The net result for groundwater is an aniostropic and heterogeneous aquifer

with complex flow patterns (Freeze and Cherry 1979; Creuze des Chatelliers et al. 1994).  This

section focuses on some of this complexity and other features of fans related to groundwater

movement.

Fans are moderately porous landforms and as a result streams that flow over fans

characteristically lose water through their bed and banks (influent streams) as well as on the fan

surface during over-bank flooding (Bull 1977).  The movement of groundwater in a fan is

determined by the hydraulic conductivity of different layers, although the general flux pattern is

downslope and radiating outwards. Since fans characteristically show rapid down-fan decreases

in grain size (Nilsen 1982), there tends to be a decrease in hydraulic conductivity in this

direction. An exception to this decrease in conductivity can occur due to a higher prevalence of

water sorting in the medial to distal fan locations found on debris flood and debris flow fans

(Nilsen 1982).

The interbedding of different sediment textures can lead to perched or confined aquifers, with the

possibility that both aquifer types are present on any given fan.  The implications of this situation

are that some areas of the fan may have very limited groundwater while other areas could have

seepage zones or streamflow from return groundwater flow.
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Trenching, either as a natural process or related to land use activities, can have significant

groundwater implications on a fan (Creuze des Chatelliers et al. 1994).  Given the porous nature

of fans, a trench serves to either drain groundwater and/or reduce recharge.  As noted in Section

2.4.5, the implications of a lower groundwater table for forest growth can be significant.  With

less surface water losses to groundwater, the implications are that more water in the channel will

facilitate greater sediment transport (including erosion) in the channel (Bull 1977).

Reduced groundwater recharge through natural channel trenching can affect both the total amount

of groundwater moving through the fan as well as locations of discharge (road ditchlines can

have the same effect, although generally the ditchlines are not as deep as natural channel

trenches).  This can have consequences for low flow in the fan stream as well as for groundwater-

fed surface water bodies along the toe of the fan.  These water bodies are characteristically high-

valued fish habitat due to their moderate winter water temperatures and relatively constant flows

(Dave Gordon, Fisheries Biologist, Triton Env. Consultants, Terrace B.C., pers. com., 2000).

Situations have developed in the Terrace area where groundwater-fed surface water bodies along

the toe of a fan have lost significant flow (and thus fish habitat) due to stream channel

entrenchment on the fan.  Given that the principal source of groundwater recharge on a fan is the

stream, annual variations in streamflow can have a significant influence on the volume of

groundwater both within and between years.

2.6  CONCLUSIONS

There is a large body of knowledge regarding fans and hydrogeomorphic processes.  This

knowledge has been applied to individual fans to identify hydrogeomorphic hazards (Thurber

Consultants 1983) and in a general way through the identification of characteristic site features

(Kellerhals and Church 1990).  There are three significant gaps in the knowledge related to

conducting forestry activities on fans.  There is a need to identify hydrogeomorphic hazards on

fans at the landscape level for forestry planning (i.e., a classification scheme for fans based on

their watersheds).  Site specific features need to be identified that will give guidance to foresters
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regarding zones on fans that require special management attention (i.e., a classification of fans

based on forest stands and site features).  It is necessary to have a coherent body of operational

knowledge regarding appropriate forestry activities on fans given the observed variations in

geomorphic and hydrologic attributes.  These gaps are the specific focus of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3.  DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The study area is in west central British Columbia, within the Prince Rupert Forest Region

(Figure 3.1).  Study fans lie across a broad geographic area, between 53° 46’ and 55° 43’ north

latitude and 126° and 129° 10’ west longitude.

The western fans are within the Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) biogeoclimatic zone and their

watersheds have Mountain Hemlock (MH) and Alpine Tundra (AT) at higher elevations (Banner

Figure 3.1.  Location map of the study area.
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et al. 1993).  The central fans are within the Interior Cedar Hemlock (ICH) biogeoclimatic zone

and their watersheds have Englemann Spruce - Subalpine Fir (ESSF) and AT at higher elevations.

The eastern fans are within the Sub-Boreal Spruce biogeoclimatic zone (SBS) and their

watersheds have ESSF and AT at higher elevations.  Some of the eastern fans are totally within

the ESSF.

The study area lies within the Western and Interior Systems of the Canadian Cordillera (Holland

1964).  The Kitimat Ranges are within the Coast Mountains of the Western System, and consist

of granitic mountains, characteristically round-topped and domed because they were overridden

by large Pleistocene ice sheets.  The Interior System includes the Skeena Mountains, Nass Basin,

Hazelton Mountains and the Nechako Plateau.  This system is underlain chiefly by volcanic and

sedimentary rocks and overall is less rocky and rugged than the Western System.

The study area was last glaciated during the Fraser glaciation with ice retreat completed between

10,700 and 9,300 years BP (Alley and Young 1978; Clague 1984).  The legacy of the glaciation is

extensive morainal and glacial-fluvial deposits that dominate the landscape, masking much of the

underlying bedrock (Runka 1972).  Fans are a post-glacial feature in the study area reflecting

paraglacial (Ryder 1971a, 1971b) and contemporary conditions (as discussed in this thesis).

Long-term climatic stations are limited within the study area to valley bottom locations.

Extrapolation of records to study watersheds can be problematic due to mountainous terrain.

However, this information can provide an indication of extreme events even though the absolute

amounts of precipitation may be uncertain.  Septer and Schwab (1995) compiled a record of

floods for the Prince Rupert Forest Region.  The records include data from long-term stations

plus newspaper reports and records from the Hudson’s Bay Company.

A series of stream gauging stations are operated by the Water Survey of Canada in the study area.

Most gauged watersheds are very large compared to the study watersheds, making unit runoff

calculations and even event dating problematic.  However, the hydrometric data is useful in
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describing the principal runoff regimes.  Characteristically the western and central portions of the

study area experience biannual peakflows.  Spring snowmelt provides the highest volume of

runoff, and in some years the highest peakflows.  Fall rain or rain-on-snow events can produce

significant peakflows as well as erosion events (debris avalanches and debris flows).  The same

biannual peakflows occur in the eastern portion of the study area, although in general the spring

snowmelt peaks are significantly larger than the fall peakflows.
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CHAPTER 4.  THE STUDY FANS: FOREST STANDS AND
HYDROGEOMORPHIC PROCESSES

4.1  INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents an overview of the selection and characteristics of the study fans.  The

primary focus is to present a forest stand-based method for determining the power and

disturbance extent of hydrogeomorphic processes, and documentation of the hydrogeomorphic

role of forest stands.

4.2  FOREST STANDS AND HYDROGEOMORPHIC PROCESSES

A forest stand is a spatially continuous group of trees and associated vegetation having a similar

structure and growing under similar soil and climatic conditions (Oliver and Larson 1996).

Structure is the physical and temporal distribution of trees and other plants in a stand.  The

distribution can be described by: species; vertical or horizontal spatial patterns; size of living and/

or dead plants or their parts, including crown volume, leaf area, and stem cross section; plant

ages; or a combination of these features.

Forest stands are influenced by biotic and abiotic factors including insects, pathogens, mammals,

fire, floods, mass wasting, wind and snow.  When these factors make growing space available for

plants, they are considered disturbances.   Disturbances are relatively discrete events that disrupt

the stand structure and/or change resource availability or the physical environment (Pickett and

White 1985).  Disturbances can be roughly divided into two types based on the amount of

overstory forest removed (Oliver 1981).  Those that remove or kill all the existing trees above the

forest floor vegetation are referred to here as major disturbances or “stand-replacing

disturbances”.  Those that leave some of the pre-disturbance trees alive are referred to here as

minor disturbances.

Hydrogeomorphic processes produce a range of major and minor disturbances to forests on fans.

High-velocity debris flows remove forest stands while low-velocity debris flows may have
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limited effects even on shrubs (Costa 1984).  Hydrogeomorphic processes may produce major

disturbances along a stream channel, resulting in a corridor parallel to the stream with a

distinctive forest stand (Swanson et al. 1998; Gomi et al. 2001).  These processes may also

produce minor disturbances on the fan surface through deposition of sediments and short-term

flooding.  However, if the deposits are sufficiently deep or flooding is prolonged, mortality of a

stand would result, and they would be considered major disturbances.

Two basic types of forest stands are created by disturbances: single-cohort and multicohort

(Oliver and Larson 1996).  A single major disturbance is a stand-replacing event that leads to the

establishment of a “single cohort” or group of trees (generally referred to as an “even-aged stand”

by foresters).  Another disturbance may occur after establishment, but a new cohort may not

develop if the residual trees reoccupy the released growing space and exclude a new cohort from

initiating or surviving.  If the single-cohort stand continues in time without a significant

disturbance, it will progress through a series of developmental stages (Oliver and Larson 1996):

•  Stand initiation stage when plants become established on the disturbed site.

•  Stem exclusion stage when competition results in the expression of dominance and some

trees/plants die out.

•  Understory reinitiation stage when individual trees in the overstory begin to die, opening

the canopy and allowing more light to reach the forest floor.  Foresters have generally

recognized this as a time when the overstory “loses its grip on the site” (Table 4.1).

During this stage new tree/plant species appear in the forest floor that are capable of living

under low light intensity.

•  Old-growth stage when the trees that invaded immediately after a disturbance have all

died, and the stand consists entirely of trees that grew upward through the deteriorating

overstory.  Stands that have relict trees dating to the original stand scattered amongst

young trees that have grown into the overstory are referred to as transition old growth.
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The time taken to proceed through the stages is dependent upon the tree species involved in the

original stand and the climate and quality of the site, but can range from 100 to 700 years in the

study area (Table 4.1).

If a minor disturbance influences a single-cohort stand, surviving trees expand and newly

initiating ones invade and expand.  This is termed a multicohort stand, or a stand comprised of

trees from two or more disturbances (generally referred to as an uneven-aged stand by foresters,

but more accurately should be called a multi-aged stand) (Oliver and Larson 1996; O’Hara 1998).

At some time following the disturbance, all growing space is reoccupied by existing trees and

Table 4.1.  Approximate ages associated with later developmental stages (west central
British Columbia).  (Source: Fowells 1965; Burns and Honkala 1990; A. Banner,
Research Forest Ecologist, MOF, Smithers, pers. com. 2000.)
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newly invading trees are excluded and some existing trees are eliminated or are severely

suppressed through competition.  In this way, multicohort stands have stand initiation and stem

exclusion stages.  Barring another minor disturbance, the stand will progress through to the old-

growth stage.

As previously discussed, there are many biotic and abiotic factors that cause disturbance.  It is

generally possible to discern the causes of disturbance from field evidence (Appendix B).  As

noted in Chapter 2, hydrogeomorphic processes produce a range of characteristic field evidence

on the fan surface.  In addition, evidence of these processes may also be present within the

contributing watershed.  Table 4.2 outlines characteristic forest stand signatures of

hydrogeomorphic processes.

Vegetation on fans can influence deposition and erosion of water flood events.  Once water flows

overbank, velocities decrease and deposition occurs in the form of levées (Costa 1984).  Coarse

sediments are typically deposited close to the stream while finer sediments are transported

further.  This differential deposition of sediments leads to a notable aggradation along stream

channels.  Riparian vegetation reduces water velocities because it is an obstruction to flow (Sato

1991).  Vegetation increases Manning’s “roughness coefficient” (“n”) of a channel by an order of

magnitude, reducing velocity by an order of magnitude and thereby significantly reducing

sediment transport capability (Ogrosky and Mockus 1964).  As a result, on vegetated fans, it is

possible that natural levées are somewhat higher than would be expected on arid fans.  This could

lead to higher cross-sectional positions of streams on vegetated fans since any aggradation of the

channel would be compensated for by an increase in levée height.  The result would be

potentially fewer channel avulsions in a given time period, however once an avulsion occurs the

new channel gradient could be expected to be steeper and erosion potentially more significant

than would occur without riparian vegetation influence.
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Table 4.2.  Characteristic forest-stand signatures on fans and their watersheds caused by
hydrogeomorphic processes (based on: Sigafoos 1964; Hupp 1983; Osterkamp
and Hupp 1987; and unpublished personal field notes).
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Stream channels are also influenced in several ways by riparian vegetation. Reduced streambank

erosion has been attributed to roots (Smith 1976).  This could tend to make channels deeper

rather than wider.  However, another influence of riparian vegetation is the input of large woody

debris (LWD).  This material can have several influences on stream channels depending on its

orientation relative to flow direction.  When LWD is at a right angle to the flow it serves to make

streams wider and shallower by obstructing bedload movement and by limiting down-cutting

(and potentially trenching) by acting as hydraulic drop structures (Keller and Swanson 1979;

Thomson 1991).  Shallower streams are more prone to over-bank flows and broadcasting

sediments and debris during hydrogeomorphic events.  When LWD is oriented parallel to flow it

may either play no functional hydraulic role or may serve to limit streambank erosion,

particularly on bends.

As noted in Chapter 2, the deposition of debris flows occurs due to a decrease in gradient or a

widening of the channel, or both.  The role of trees in increasing flow resistance appears to be

overlooked in much of the literature.  However, Irasawa et al. (1991) conducted hydraulic model

experiments to evaluate resistance of trees to debris flow impact and shear forces.  They

determined that forests reduced the velocity and concentration of debris flows.  The result was

significantly enhanced sediment deposition (doubled) compared to unvegetated areas.  A key

factor was inter-tree spacing or the density of forest stands. Trees may also play a role along the

lateral edges of a debris flow where the velocity and hence impact force is weak.  The role may

enhance levée formation, in a manner similar to water floods.

The root system on forested fans serve to provide a “reinforced fabric” that has been observed by

the author to limit the extent of fluvial down cutting into the fan surface by running water.  This

appears to limit the opportunities for the development of new stream channels through either

avulsions or overbank flows where there invariably is some degree of flow concentration.  A

similar reinforcing of soils by roots has been discussed related to slope stability (Sidle et al. 1985;

Sidle 1991).  However, there could be a significant difference with regard to the longevity of this
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reinforcement on fans following tree death or logging.  On slopes, it is the fine roots that decay

and cause a reduction in the factor of safety within 5 to 15 years while new roots are becoming

established.  On fans, it appears as though the larger roots that are providing the majority of

resistance to erosion.  While these roots may remain functional for longer periods than fine roots,

they would also take longer to re-establish.

Large woody debris laying on a fan surface can cause the deposition of sediments carried by

debris floods and floods (Wilford 1984).  These terraces form a stepped or segmented fan profile

at the micro-scale that is of totally different origin than the macro-scale segmented profile on arid

fans.  Specifically, these fan surface features along with woody debris in stream channels may

lead to flood fans that are steeper than would be expected without woody debris (e.g., the 4°

slopes identified by Jackson et al. 1987).

Dense riparian vegetation has been observed to both contain streamflows and limit re-entry of

diverted water back into the channel (T. Lisle, Research Hydrologist, USDA Forest Service, pers.

com. 2000; D. Wilford, field observations).  The process involves organic debris jamming against

riparian vegetation, effectively forming a dyke.  Streams contained within these dykes would

have reduced over-bank flows, effectively increasing stream velocity and thus sediment scour and

transport capability.  Streams outside the dykes could lead to either greater deposition or

potentially erosion (avulsions) on the fan surface.

Sato (1991) describes a fan in Japan that was prone to overbank flows.  To protect farmland and

residential areas, “flood-control forests” were planted along the watercourse in 1905.  Over time

some of the forests were removed and homes built.  In 1990, a highly destructive flash flood with

mobile logs and sand caused severe damage, primarily in reaches without flood-control forests.

Sato notes that the flood-control forests along the river prevented overflow of drifted logs and led

to reduced water flow and sediment deposition.  It was also apparent that avulsions did not occur

in the forested reaches.
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4.3  METHODS

The choice of study fans followed consultation with staff from forest licencees and government

agencies (Fisheries and Oceans Canada, BC Ministry of Forests, BC Ministry of Water, Land and

Air Protection) who identified undisturbed fans in forest development plans and fans with

forestry activities.   Aerial photographs and field reviews were undertaken during selection of the

study fans.  Study fans were selected based on the following criteria:

•  Reasonable access (vehicle preferred but helicopters were used for several fans).

•  Providing a reasonable cross section of the hydrogeomorphic processes, power and

disturbance extent combinations across the study area.

•  Providing a mix of fans that were undisturbed and that had forestry activities.

•  No or very limited forestry activities in the contributing watershed.

•  Availability of historic information regarding the forestry activities.

•  Forestry is the only land use activity on a fan (e.g., fans with a complex history of

logging, gas pipelines, highways and other activities obscure the objective of focusing on

forest land use practices).

Fans were characterized based on topographic map measurements, aerial photographic

interpretation, and field observations and measurements. Attributes noted included shape, area,

degree of dissection, channel entrenchment and the presence of elevated fan surfaces.  From one

to seven days was spent in the field describing each fan.  Evidence of hydrogeomorphic processes

was described according to the classification presented in Chapter 2.  Sediment deposits were

used to differentiate floods, debris floods and debris flows.  The slope measurements were made

using a Suunto clinometer at the apex of fans.

The power of hydrogeomorphic processes was determined in the field based on the character of

forest stands.  Two characterizing stand types were recognized.  High-power events cleared

swaths through a forest stand.  The single cohort forest stands established in the swaths were

described (ranging from absent to single cohorts 100-years old).  Low-power events spread
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sediment under a forest stand and did not result in the physical removal of trees.  The resulting

multi-cohort stands were described (ranging from absent to co-dominants).  Description in both

cases involved determining ages of the trees and dimensions of the cohorts.  Stand volumes of

the older cohorts were determined with variable plot (prism) cruising.

The width of swaths cleared through a forest by high-power hydrogeomorphic events was

measured in the field.  Two classes of disturbance extent were established based on the width of

cleared swaths flanking the fluvial channel.  Disturbances > 20 metres wide were termed Stand

Level (Figure 4.1 and 4.2).  Disturbances < 20 metres wide were termed Site Level (Figure 4.3).

The width criterion was established based on the ability to perceive disturbances to the forest

cover on 1:20,000 aerial photographs.  Forest cover maps (1:20,000) of fans were used as base

maps for fieldwork.

Observations were made on the influence of forest stands on hydrogeomorphic events, primarily

sediment storage and maintenance of stream channel location.  Sediment storage was classified as

“log steps” where sediments were stored up-slope of downed logs (Figure 4.4).  “Log retaining

walls” was the term used to describe the situation where multiple horizontal logs (in total greater

than 1 metre in height) supported by trees were storing sediments (Figure 4.5). “Woody dykes”

was the term used to describe situations where trees supported individual logs or woody debris

(in total less than 1-metre in height) along the edge of the channel (Figure 4.6).  “Alluvial levée

enhancers” described the situation where trees provided channel roughness that reduced water

velocities, resulting in obvious enhancement of alluvial levée formation along banks.  “Soil

reinforcement” described situations where roots were protecting the soil mass from the

channelled erosion of avulsions (Figure 4.7).

Site features related to forest stands were described in the field: buried tree butts, tree holes,

exposed adventitious roots, scars, and recent sediment deposits.  Typically trees with no butt

flares had been buried (Figure 4.8).  Tree holes are cylindrical holes in the ground formed where
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Figure 4.1.  An aerial photograph of a 100-year old cohort following a high-power stand
level disturbance flood (Tsezakwa).  Photo 30BCC96053 #096 taken in 1996 at
a scale  of 1: ~11 000.  Source: BC Ministry of Sustainable Resources Manage-
ment (MSRM), Victoria, BC.
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Figure 4.2.  A stereoscopic aerial photographic  pair of a recent high-power stand level
disturbance from a debris flow (Kits1).  Photos BC 7781 #82 and 83 at a scale
of 1: ~19 000, and taken in 1977.  Source: MSRM.
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Figure 4.3.  A young cohort growing on the sediments of a high-power site level disturbance
debris flow (Trapline).

Figure 4.4.  Recently deposited sediments behind a log are forming a “log step” (Gosnell4).
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Figure 4.5.  A log retaining wall storing a considerable volume of sediments (Kits3).

Figure 4.6.  A woody dyke composed of small woody debris along the edge of a channel
(Skilokus).
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trees are buried and then rot (Figure 4.9).  Erosion of sediment deposited around trees can expose

adventitious roots (Figure 4.10).  Scars on the upstream and lateral sides of trees indicate damage

by events (other sources of damage must be considered) (Figure 4.11).  Sediment deposits beyond

the channel that are unvegetated or have limited accumulation of organic matter (LFH) are

considered to be “recent deposits” (within approximately the past 25 years) (Figure 4.12).

Dendroecology (also referred to as dendrochronology) techniques were applied to determine

dates (years) of disturbances.  Disks were taken from young cohorts to establish ages.  Increment

cores were taken from older trees.  Wedges were cut from trees to establish dates of scars.  The

number of samples ranged from 20 to 40 per fan.  Details on the methods and results are

presented in Chapter 6.

Figure 4.7.  Roots provide reinforcement to the soil mass, delaying the erosional effects of
broadcast flows (Carrigan2).
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Descriptions of forestry activities included characteristics of roads, drainage structures, riparian

reserves, and logged areas.  Details on methods and results are presented in Chapter 7.

Reconnaissance helicopter flights were undertaken in watersheds to supplement aerial

photographic interpretation and GIS attribute investigations (Chapter 5).  There were several

objectives related to the flights.  Close inspection of sediment sources allowed an identification

of which sources were producing sediments that could be transported by the stream or by

Figure 4.8.  An example of a buried tree.  Note the lack of butt flare. (Shedin)
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Figure 4.9.  Tree holes are the result of rotting following deep burial of tree stems.  This
hole is two metres deep (Kits 1).

Figure 4.10.  Erosion of sediment deposited around trees can expose adventitious roots
(Winfield).
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Figure 4.11.  Scars can provide accurate dates of hydrogeomorphic events.  The scar on this
tree pre-dates the fine textured sediments deposited on the tree by a recent
event (Wan).

Figure 4.12.  A “recent” deposit of sediments within the hydrogeomorphic riparian zone
with limited organic accumulation and moss cover (Trapline).
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hydrogeomorphic events.  Riparian vegetation in the watersheds was inspected for evidence of

hydrogeomorphic activity (narrow cohorts that were not identified on forest cover maps).

4.4  RESULTS

The selection process resulted in 65 fans for the study.  Ten fans had no forestry activities; of

these nine were forested and one maintained in an early seral stage by snow avalanches.  Forestry

activities were present on 55 fans, ranging from a single road crossing to complete clearcutting of

the forest stand (in two cases).  Forestry activities are described in Chapter 7.

Dendroecology sampling was undertaken on 58 fans (Chapter 6).  Dendroecologic evidence of

hydrogeomorphic activity within the past 100 years was present on all fans.  Evidence of at least

one characterizing event within the past 50 years was present on 55 fans (95%), and multiple

events on 53 fans (91%).

Fan shape ranged from the classic conical to oblong and confined.  Fan areas ranged from 0.05 to

6 km2 and the associated watersheds range from 0.21 to 99 km2. The degree of stream channel

confinement ranged from unconfined to entrenched for a major portion of the fan.  Fan surface

cross sections ranged from smooth to dissected.  Elevated, inactive fan surfaces were observed on

13 fans and ranged from a major portion of the present fan landform to minor remnants along the

adjacent hillslopes, elevated 2 to 10 m above the active fan surface.  Forest site productivity on

the elevated surfaces was significantly less than on the lower surfaces in nine cases (Table 4.3)

(Figure 4.13).  Forest productivity was similar in two cases and logging on two fans precluded

observations. Hydrogeomorphic process, power and disturbance extent information for the 65

study fans is summarized in Table 4.4.  Hydrogeomorphic, forest stand and site level information

for the study fans is presented in Table 4.5.  Disturbance extent class and width of disturbance are

used in the classification of high-power events and are not relevant for the classification of low-

power events.  The widths of disturbance measurements are made in the natural or pre-logging

condition (summarized in Table 4.6).  The width of disturbance is the total distance cleared on
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both banks, beyond the normal (“two-year return period”) fluvial channel.  Within the disturbed

area there was a wide range of successional development from recently deposited sediments to

100-year old cohorts.  The hydrogeomorphic role of stands was based on field observations; thus

logged fans with no riparian forests do not have information (i.e., data from only 61 fans are

presented in Table 4.7).  Bank reinforcement by roots is not included because it was a common

feature on all 61 fans because the immediate riparian forest was retained.  Site level information

related to sediment deposition from hydrogeomorphic events is summarized in Table 4.8.  The

slope of the fan surface at the apex of each study fan is presented in Table 4.5 and the data are

summarized in Table 4.9.

An overview of watershed size and relief associated with the hydrogeomorphic processes is

presented in Table 4.10.  A detailed analysis of watershed morphometric measurements and

attributes is presented in Chapter 5.

Table 4.3.  A subsample of fans with elevated surfaces comparing forest cover on elevated
and active fan surfaces (ecosystem and species abbreviations are presented in
Appendix C).
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Figure 4.13.  A contrast between the high volume forest cover on the more active fan sur-
face (above) and the low-volume forest stand on the adjacent elevated fan
surface (below) (Gosnell7).
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Table 4.4.  The number of fans in the different forest stand-based classification categories.

4.5  DISCUSSION

The selection criteria and time available for field investigations (12 months during a two-year

period) yielded 65 study fans.  The objective of having a reasonable representation of

hydrogeomorphic processes was achieved, with 16 flood fans (25%), 36 debris flood fans (55%)

and 13 debris flow fans (20%).  The representation in the different power and disturbance classes

was reasonable, although only two high-power site level disturbance flood fans were sampled.

Achieving an equal sample size for each process, power and disturbance extent category was

difficult.  All fans required field investigations to determine the category because predictive

equations based on watershed attributes were unavailable (developing these equations was one of

the objectives of the study).  Given that a field investigation of a fan took at least one day,

limitations on field time did not allow many inspected fans to be discarded from the study.  The

representation of fans by land use was good, with 10 natural fans and 55 fans with forestry

activity ranging from a single road to complete clearcut of the forest stand.

The discussion begins with a brief overview of the morphology of the fans and their watersheds

and then focuses on the forest stand-based approach to describing hydrogeomorphic processes

and the hydrogeomorphic role of forests on fans.
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Table 4.5.  Hydrogeomorphic, forest stand and site level information for the study fans.
Abbreviations: HG is hydrogeomorphic, LS is log step, LW is log retaining wall,
LE is alluvial levée enhancement, WD is woody dyke, SR is soil reinforcement
by roots, BT is buried tree butts, D is recent sediment deposit, EAR is exposed
adventitious roots, S is scar, and TH is tree hole.
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Table 4.5.  Continued
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Table 4.5.  Continued

Table 4.6.  Summary data on measured widths of disturbance in the forest canopy from
hydrogeomorphic events.
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Table 4.7.  Summary of hydrogeomorphic roles of forest stands on fans with riparian forests
(total number of fans is 61 due to clearcutting of riparian forests on 4 fans).

Table 4.8.  Summary of site features related to sediment deposition from hydrogeomorphic
events on fans with riparian forests.

Table 4.9.  Stream channel gradients at the apex by hydrogeomorphic process.
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4.5.1  Morphological overview of study fans and their watersheds

The size of fans ranged from 0.05 to 6 km2.  Determination of fan area was not an integral

measurement in this project.  Delineation of the forested fans can be a challenge due to forest

cover that obscures the landform boundary where there are subtle changes in slope, particularly

along less active margins.  In many cases, detailed fieldwork would be required to locate

boundaries.  Most fans were located in narrow valleys with main valley streams actively

truncating the deposits, thereby reducing their size.  Determination of fan size can be an

important geomorphic measurement related to bedrock geology and weathering processes (Hooke

and Rohrer 1977); however, it is a topic that is marginal to this study.  As a result, areas were

only measured to determine the upper and lower size limits for the study fans.

Associated watersheds ranged from 0.21 to 99 km2.  Debris flows were generated in the smallest

watersheds, with an average size of 1.3 km2 and a range of 0.25 to 4.1 km2.  This is within the

Table 4.10.  Watershed size and relief associated with hydrogeomorphic process.
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size range identified in the literature (VanDine 1985).  Debris floods were generated in larger

watersheds, with an average of 7 km2 and a range of 0.7 to 31 km2.  Floods were generated in the

largest watersheds, with an average of 34 km2 and a range of 1.4 to 99 km2.

In general, the study fans had the classic conical shape.  Some fans were confined laterally by

valley walls or bedrock knolls for some distance from the apex and had a shape more akin to a

steep flood plain.  Oblong fans were associated with channel entrenchment.  Entrenchment in one

case was due to debris flow levées that were at least as old as the forest stand (greater than 250

years).

The degree of stream channel confinement on study fans ranged from unconfined for the length

of the fan to entrenched for a major portion of the fan.  Stream channel gradient at the apex

ranged from 1° to 22°.  Flood fans had an average stream channel gradient at the apex of 3.0°,

with a range of 1.0° to 10.5°.  In two cases the gradient at the apex of flood fans was greater than

the 4° limit reported by Jackson et al. (1987).  In one case the channel was entrenched with a

gradient of 10.5° and did not reflect the gradient of the fan at the apex, which was 5.5°.  In both

cases it is likely that the contemporary hydrogeomorphic process (i.e., floods) did not reflect the

mode of origin of the fan (i.e., debris floods).  Debris flood fans had an average stream channel

gradient at the apex of 7.7°, with a range of 1.75° to 18°.  In seven cases the gradient at the apex

of debris flood fans was < 4°.  This was most likely due to sediment wedges in the channels that

reduced the channel gradient.  This was most apparent in one channel where a large debris jam

just below the apex resulted in a significant sediment deposit with a gradient of 1.75°.  Debris

flow fans had an average stream channel gradient at the apex of 12.4°, with a range of 7° to 22°.

Fan surface cross-sections ranged from smooth to dissected.  Characteristically, the larger fans

had relatively smooth, convex cross-sections while the smaller fans had dissected cross-sections

with a generally convex shape.  Field identification of forested fans, particularly small fans, can

be problematic without aerial photographs.  The general impression resulting from a traverse of
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lower slopes is often a series of streams in a dissected landscape rather than a series of coalescing

fans.

Elevated and inactive fan surfaces were observed on 13 fans.  It is possible that these are early

Holocene or paraglacial fan surfaces (Ryder 1971a, 1971b), however dates of the surfaces were

not established.  The elevated surfaces ranged from a major portion of the present fan landform to

minor remnants along the adjacent hillslopes, elevated 2 to 10 m above the active fan surface.

Forest ecosystems and stand volume differences between the elevated and active fans surfaces on

nine fans were in stark contrast (Table 4.3).  Stand volumes were from three to nine times higher

on the lower, more active fan surfaces than the elevated fan surfaces.   The differences were most

likely due to the coarse-textured soils on the elevated surfaces, entrenchment of the stream

relative to the elevated surface that would have resulted in a much lower water table, and lack of

ecosystem disturbance by hydrogeomorphic processes (i.e., the periodic broadcasting of

sediments and inundation characteristic of active zones on fans).

The dendroecological investigations on 58 study fans indicated that 57 (98%) showed evidence

of characterizing hydrogeomorphic events within the past 100 years and 55 (95%) had evidence

of multiple events in the past 50 years.  It is clear that hydrogeomorphic events on the study fans

are frequent occurrences rather than rare events.  Sediment mass balances were not determined

for the study fans, so it is not possible to determine whether the fans were in a steady state,

aggrading or degrading.  However, the evidence indicates that there are definite zones of

hydrogeomorphic activity and that forest cover can be used to identify or delineate these zones.

4.5.2  Forest stands on fans as indicators of hydrogeomorphic activity

Forest cover has been used to identify where hydrogeomorphic events have occurred on fans

(e.g., Kellerhalls and Church 1990), with a focus primarily on high-power or stand clearing

events.  The focus of this study was to extend the observations to low-power events and to place
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the whole forest stand–hydrogeomorphic event interaction into an applied classification for

forestry.

Presently in British Columbia fans are studied individually whenever problems develop (e.g.,

Thurber Consultants 1983).  There is very limited awareness of the hydrogeomorphic hazards on

fans and the consequences of “standard” forestry prescriptions (Chapter 7).  In addition, there is

very limited guidance available to foresters who are planning activities at the landscape level

with potentially many fans.  The solution is a classification scheme that uses aerial photographs

and fieldwork, focusing on forest stands and site features.  Such a scheme has been presented in

this chapter.  With limited effort, all 65 fans were classified using forest stands on fans to

determine the power and disturbance extent of hydrogeomorphic events.  Two classes of power

are based on the ability of events to clear the original forest.  Two classes of disturbance extent

are applied to the high-power class.  Only high-power stand-level events can be identified on

aerial photographs.  Site level high-power and low-power events require fieldwork to classify

past events, although information related to hazards can be garnered from aerial photographs

(Chapter 7).  Since most study fans have experienced at least one event in the past 50 years

(Appendix F), from a forestry perspective it is prudent to conclude that all fans have a high

probability of hydrogeomorphic events and require field inspection.

Hydrogeomorphic events with the greatest effect on forest cover (highest power and greatest

disturbance) are referred to as characterizing events and are used to classify a fan.  In some cases

the evidence was extensive across a fan surface, but in general the evidence was limited in spatial

extent.  The zone of historic disturbance from hydrogeomorphic events is generally evident in the

case of high-power events, and is present for the observant eye in the case of low-power events.

Buried trees were a common feature in zones of sediment accumulation.  The lack of butt flares

in trees is a notable feature, although it was apparent that in some areas of the Kispiox River

watershed western hemlock does not have butt flare.  The critical burial depth and sediment

texture that causes mortality has not been determined, but other work indicates that 1.6 to 1.9 m
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may be the maximum burial depth in one event for spruce to survive (Strunk 1997).  Scars on

tree stems indicate abrasion by either sediment or debris (Figure 4.11).  This damage also

indicates that the stems were offering resistance to transport.  Cylindrical holes up to 2 m deep

were found in the ground on five fans (Figure 4.9).  It was apparent that these were “tree holes”,

the result of sediment deposition around the stem, and the long-term result of tree burial.  These

features can be elusive and are most likely confined to zones that are not actively aggrading (or

they would fill in).  Adventitious roots are formed when the stems of trees are buried (Figure

4.10).  With subsequent erosion of sediments these roots can become exposed.  All conifer and

deciduous species in the study area were observed to develop adventitious roots after burial by

sediments. Exposed adventitious roots were found on a quarter of the study fans and are a key

feature for identifying zones of sediment accumulation and subsequent erosion.  Sediment

deposits within the forests that were unvegetated or had limited accumulation of organic matter

and moss cover were considered to be “recent” deposits (Figure 4.12).  These features were

observed on 88% of the study fans.

The value in identifying specific zones on fans with hazards should be apparent and has a parallel

to steep slopes.  During the past three decades in BC, methods have been developed for

identifying landslide prone terrain and, in particular, sites that are either actively failing or

commonly fail after forestry activities (Howes and Swanston 1994; Anon. 1999).  Terrain

stability mapping was embraced rather than using arbitrary slope angles to identify hazards.  The

result is that only unstable areas rather than whole hillslopes are removed from the productive

forest land base for allowable annual cut determination.  The parallel with fans is that we can

either identify the landform and apply a high reduction factor, or we can apply a classification

scheme that identifies specific hazard zones.

Forest cover on a fan by itself does not provide evidence of specific hydrogeomorphic process

influencing a fan (i.e., flood, vs. debris flow).  Stand and site level high-power signatures in the

forest canopy were found for floods, debris floods and debris flows.  However, no forest stand
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evidence was found for low-power debris flows.  Fieldwork is required to identify

hydrogeomorphic processes from the characteristics of the sediment deposits.

Dendroecology is an established science that uses tree ring measurements and morphological

changes in tree cells for dating events that influence tree establishment and growth.

Hydrogeomorphic events are one such influence (Schweingruber 1996).  This study used

established techniques to determine the occurrence of hydrogeomorphic events on the study fans

(Chapter 6).  Essentially all study fans have experienced characterizing events in the past 100

years and the majority (95%) have experienced at least one event in the past 50 years.  Given the

frequency of events, successional development did not obscure the characterizing stand types.

4.5.3  The hydrogeomorphic role of forests on fans

Riparian zone forests provide many physical and biological functions, including nutrient inputs,

bank stabilization, large woody debris inputs, shade, and deposition zones for sediment from

upland sources (Beschta et al. 1987; Bisson et al. 1987; Bjornn and Reiser 1991; Murphy and

Meehan 1991; Naiman et al. 2000).  A function that has been inadequately described in the

literature is the role of riparian forests with regard to hydrogeomorphic processes beyond or

outside the stream channel.  In this section a case is presented for the recognition of this role.  To

strengthen the concept of this role, a new term is suggested – the hydrogeomorphic riparian zone.

Stream channels are common features on both alluvial and colluvial fans.  Stream channels are

linear clearings through the forest cover, and as such are frequently, although not always, the

avenue for debris flows and debris floods. While the channels lack lateral and vertical

confinement by bedrock, a degree of confinement and hydraulic structure may be provided by

large woody debris, levées (debris flow and fluvial), and large clasts transported by previous

fluvial or mass-wasting events (Keller and Swanson 1979; Thomson 1991).  Where vertical

confinement is absent, erosion by fluvial action and mass wasting events can lead to channel
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entrenchment into the fan surface and thereby provide channel confinement, although generally

only on portions of a fan.

Evidence of lateral confinement for streams and hydrogeomorphic events was observed where

woody debris became trapped against riparian trees, forming dykes.  Eight large dykes, one to

two metres in height, were found on debris flow and debris flood fans.  In the absence of these

structures, sediments would have been spread for a considerable distance across the fan surface.

Small woody dykes, less than one metre in height, were found on 30 (46%) of the study fans.

These dykes appear to have several functions.  By containing the stream, stream power is

maintained and sediments are carried further down-fan.  By containing the stream they also

reduce or eliminate erosional or depositional impacts to the fan surface.

Contemporary hydrogeomorphic activity can subject stream channels to periodic pulses of

sediment.  Reaches that are deeply entrenched may transport this material, although Osterkamp

and Hupp (1987) describe a channel that was periodically subject to mass wasting events that led

to cycles of six metre deep entrenchment and re-filling.  Poorly-confined reaches may tend to

move the sediments laterally out of the channel.  In the case of forested fans, this leads to forest/

sediment interactions.

Forests influence sediment transport, sediment storage and the establishment of new channels.

When streams leave their channels, the flow generally becomes more shallow (dispersed and

unconfined) than within the channel, velocities decrease, and sediment deposition results.

Deposits are generally deepest along the channel bank and are referred to as levées.  Riparian

vegetation presents an obstruction to streamflow, reducing further velocities and enhancing

sediment deposition adjacent to channels.  Evidence of situations where riparian forests were

playing a role in enhancing fluvial levée development was found on 51 fans (84% of the study

fans), spanning all hydrogeomorphic processes.
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When sediments are transported across a fan surface, obstructions to flow are encountered that

lead to deposition.  Aspects of the roles played by forests in sediment storage have been

discussed in the literature.  Woody debris on the forest floor has been referred to as cross-slope

obstructions that lead to sediment storage (Haupt 1959; Wilford 1984).  The resulting “log steps”

were very common on the study fans (93% of the study fans) (Figure 4.4).  Tree stems appear to

increase sediment storage of debris-flow events, leading to an increase in slope angles above

what would be expected without forests (Irasawa et al. 1991).  Detailed slope angle

measurements were not made in this study, although buried trees were very common on the study

fans (97% of the study fans) (Figure 4.8).

When streams leave their established channels and enter a forest a series of factors hinder the

rapid establishment of a new channel.  These factors are recognized in the literature as root

reinforcement of soils and Manning’s channel roughness factor, although little information is

available specifically on forested fans subject to channel avulsions (Ogrosky and Mockus 1964;

Smith 1976).  Soil reinforcement by roots was observed on 15 fans where stream channels were

flowing through forested areas.  It appeared that the reinforcement was effective, but limited to a

degree as all sites had evidence of water scouring of sediments below the roots, exposing root

systems (Figure 4.10).  In most cases of channel avulsions, considerable amounts of sediment

were being stored behind woody debris and it was apparent that the process of channel

establishment was being hindered (Figure 4.14).

The evidence described in this study suggests that forests are playing an important

hydrogeomorphic role.  This function can extend to at least 100 m from the channels on some

fans.  Since the current BC Forest Practices Code guidelines for riparian zones call for 30 m

reserves on fish streams and streams directly tributary to fish streams (Anon. 1995a), it is

important to expand the concept of riparian zones.  One way to achieve this is to define a new

term – the hydrogeomorphic riparian zone.  This zone can be delineated based on site features

described in this section.  From an operational perspective, delineation of the zone is more time
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consuming than simply laying out a 30 m reserve.  However, if forest management is to be

“sustainable”, it is critical to maintain the forest influence in active hydrogeomorphic zones.

4.6  CONCLUSIONS

A forest stand-based method of determining the power and disturbance extent of

hydrogeomorphic processes was applied to the study fans.  The classification scheme is relatively

simple and provides an indication of hydrogeomorphic hazards for forestry activities.  Given the

frequency of events, it is clear that hazards exist on all of the study fans.  For sustainable forest

management it is therefore prudent to apply the scheme to all fans.

A case is presented for the recognition of hydrogeomorphic riparian zones on fans; namely areas

where forest stands are playing a role in sediment accumulation, erosion control, and

maintenance of stream channel location.  Site features are identified to enable delineation of this

zone.  Maintenance of this forest influence (Kittredge 1948) is directly related to two criteria for

Figure 4.14.  The avulsion process or creation of new channels is delayed by forest stands
and the associated woody debris (Herb).
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sustainable forest management (Montréal Process Working Group 1999): (1) maintenance of

forest ecosystem health and vitality, and (2) conservation and maintenance of soil and water

resources.
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CHAPTER 5.  ANALYSIS OF WATERSHED ATTRIBUTES

5.1  INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents an overview of the watershed attributes and examines them in the context

of the forest stand based classification scheme for hydrogeomorphic events (Chapter 4).  The

specific focus is to identify watershed attributes that characterize the different classes within the

scheme.

The forest stand based classification scheme has eight categories.  Debris flows are associated

with two categories: high-power stand and high-power site disturbance levels (referred to as

stand and site level debris flows).  Floods and debris floods are each associated with three

categories: high-power stand and high-power site disturbance levels, and low-power (referred to

as stand, site and low-power floods and debris floods).  In this chapter the following hypothesis is

tested: if the classes are truly unique then the contributing watersheds should also be unique, and

it should be possible to identify characterizing watershed attributes.

5.2  WATERSHED ATTRIBUTES

Sixteen biophysical watershed attributes were selected based on two general criteria: their

influence on peak flow generation and the production of sediment (Table 5.1); but also

considering ease of measurement by operational foresters (i.e., topographic and forest cover map

attributes).  Forestry activities were not present in most watersheds, and those with activities had

very limited areas occupied by roads or logging and associated erosion.  For this reason,

measurements such as road density and extent of forest harvesting were not used as watershed

attributes.

Six attributes were selected that are related to peak flow generation.  Watershed area directly

influences the amount of precipitation available for streamflow (Murphey et al. 1977).  The

length of channels and drainage density in a watershed are directly related to the routing of water

(Carlston 1963; Patton and Baker 1976).  Watershed shape is a measure of efficiency for the
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Table 5.1.  Watershed attributes.
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Table 5.1.  Continued.

delivery of water to the mouth of the watershed, with equidimensional watersheds (round) having

a higher flood potential than elongated watersheds.  The hypsometric integral (Strahler 1952)

relates elevation to watershed area.  It can be used as an indicator of a range of factors from snow

accumulation and melt to overall channel steepness.

Eight attributes are related to the production of sediment.  Relief is the elevational difference in a

watershed, and when combined with watershed length or area, can be used as a measure of

watershed steepness.  When comparisons between watersheds are undertaken in similar

geomorphic settings, such as the present study area, relief can provide a relative comparison of

watershed steepness.  General slope steepness is related to both peakflows (Patton 1988) and the

potential for sediment production.  Slope stability mapping was not available for the study

watersheds, so a series of watershed attributes were select as surrogates.  Four slope gradient
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classes were selected to highlight potential initiation zones of mass movements.

Environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) are an attribute on forest cover maps (Anon. 1992).

These polygons contain the initiation sites for natural mass wasting.  The percent of a watershed

with commercial forest cover was selected due to the role of forests in moderating runoff and

enhancing slope stability (Sidle et al. 1985; Hetherington 1987).

Two ratios that integrate watershed size and relief were used as watershed attributes.  The Melton

ratio (ruggedness number) is a measure of relative relief (relief divided by the square root of

watershed area) (Melton 1957).  The Melton ratio is related to flooding and debris flow potential

(Patton and Baker 1976; Jackson et al. 1987).  The second ratio (relief ratio) is watershed relief

divided by watershed length (Strahler 1958).  Along with other factors such as the extent of

exposed bedrock and vegetative cover, watersheds with high peak flows are characteristically

short and have high relief (i.e., a high relief ratio) (Costa 1988).

5.3  METHODS

Each of the 65 study fans was classified in the field based on the scheme presented in Chapter 4.

Watershed boundaries were established along the topographic height of land using TRIM (Terrain

Resource Information Management) coverages and GIS (Geographic Information Systems).  The

lowest point in a watershed was taken to be the apex of the fan (i.e., fans were not included in the

watersheds).  Overlays were made using TRIM, forest cover, and digital elevation models.   From

these overlays, the 16 watershed attributes were derived (Appendix D).

Identification of watershed attributes that characterize the eight categories of the fan

classification scheme was a four-step process: statistical selection of attributes, plotting of

attribute data, and exploration of outliers.  Version 8.2 of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)

was used for the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to identify if watershed attribute means

were significantly different.  If differences were detected, Bonferroni multiple comparisons were

conducted to determine which categories had different means for the identified attributes.  The
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maximum acceptable α was 0.1.  When several attributes were identified, selection of an attribute

to characterize a category was based on operational forestry (practical) considerations.  For

example if two attributes were statistically significant for differentiating a category and one

required a topographic map to determine while the other required GIS, the topographic map

based attribute was selected.  Since ANOVA is a test to compare sample means rather than

sample distributions, data were plotted to determine class limits.  When attribute data for each

category were clustered with no overlap, class limits were easily established.  Where overlap

occurred, details of the outlier watersheds and their fans were explored.

The basic assumptions of ANOVA are: random sampling, and the error terms are independent and

normally distributed with a zero mean and equal variance (Sokal and Rohlf 1995).  While the

selection of watersheds was random, tests to confirm the error term assumptions were not

undertaken for several reasons.  Sample sizes in general are small, which would result in

acceptance of the assumptions even if not true.  ANOVA results were just one of several factors

used in the attribute selection process.

5.4  RESULTS

5.4.1  Differentiating hydrogeomorphic processes

Table 5.2 presents the results from the ANOVA for differentiating floods, debris floods and debris

flows.  Figure 5.1 presents a scattergram of Melton ratio versus watershed length and class limits

for differentiating hydrogeomorphic processes.  Class limits were established by maximizing the

number of correctly classified watersheds in each of the three groups: 88% for floods, 83% for

debris floods, and 92% for debris flows (Table 5.3).

5.4.2  Differentiating floods

There are three categories of floods: low-power, site level, and stand level.  The ANOVA

identified five watershed attributes with significantly different means for the three categories

(Table 5.4).  Watershed area was selected as the attribute to differentiate the three flood
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Table 5.2.  Differentiating watershed attributes for floods, debris floods and debris flows
and their associated P-values.  (See Table 5.1 for an explanation of abbrevia-

categories.  Class limits were established to maximize the number of correctly classified

watersheds in each of the three groups, and all flood watersheds were correctly  differentiated

(Figure 5.2 and Table 5.5).

5.4.2  Differentiating debris floods

There are two power categories of debris floods: low-power and high-power.  ANOVA

determined that two watershed attributes had significantly different means for the two power

categories: watershed relief with a P-value of 0.0065, and percent commercial forest in a

watershed with a P-value of 0.0012.  Figure 5.3 presents a scattergram of watershed relief versus

commercial forest cover.  Class limits were established to maximize the number of correctly

classified watersheds in each of the two groups, and all debris flood watersheds were correctly

differentiated (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.6).
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53G 1000.0
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A/N
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notleM 1000.0<

oitaRfeileR 1000.0<
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04G 1000.0<

0403B 8320.0
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Figure 5.1.  Scattergram using Melton ratio and watershed length with class limits for the
hydrogeomorphic processes.

Table 5.3.  Effectiveness of class limits in identifying hydrogeomorphic processes.
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No significant watershed attributes were found using the ANOVA procedure to differentiate site-

and stand-level disturbance high-power debris flood watersheds.  The ANOVA procedure was run

again after removing five watersheds that were smaller than 2 km2 (3 stand level and 2 site level

watersheds) from the data set.  This analysis identified three watershed attributes with

significantly different means: relief ratio with a P-value of 0.0526, percent of watershed greater

than 35° (G35) with a P-value of 0.0710, and percent of watershed greater than 30° (G30) with a

P-value of 0.0808.  Figure 5.4 presents a scattergram of the high-power debris flood watersheds

using the two most significant attributes, relief ratio and G35 (Figure 5.4).  A class limit was

established to maximize the number of correctly classified watersheds in each category: 77% for

site level debris floods and 89% for stand level debris floods (Table 5.7).  The scattergram

includes the five small watersheds, two of which are misclassified.

5.4.3 Differentiating debris flows

There are two categories of debris flows: high-power site level disturbance and high-power stand

level disturbance (referred to as site level and stand level debris flows).  The ANOVA procedure

identified one watershed attribute with significantly different means for the two categories:

percent commercial forest in a watershed with a P-value of 0.0178.  A class limit was established

to maximize the number of correctly classified watersheds in each category: 80% for site level

debris flows and 100% for stand level debris flows (Figure 5.5 and Table 5.8).

Table 5.4.   Differentiating watershed attributes for the three categories of floods and their
associated P-values.  (See Table 5.1 for an explanation of abbreviations.)
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sdoolfrewop-woL
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sdoolfleveletiS A/N
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feileR 1000.0

slennahC 5920.0
ospyH 5140.0
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Figure 5.2.  Bar graph of watershed area with class limits for the three flood categories
(5 km2 classes).

Table 5.5.  Effectiveness of class limits in classifying flood watersheds.
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Table 5.6.  Effectiveness of class limits in classifying low- and high-power debris flood
watersheds.

Figure 5.3.  Scattergram of watershed relief versus commercial forest cover, and the class
limit for differentiating low- and high-power debris flood watersheds.
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Figure 5.4.  Scattergram of high-power debris floods with the class limit between site and
stand level disturbance levels.

Table 5.7.  Effectiveness of class limits in classifying high-power debris flood watersheds.
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Figure 5.5.  Bar graph of commercial forest cover with a class limit for differentiating
debris flow watersheds.

Table 5.8.  Effectiveness of class limits in classifying debris flow watersheds.
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5.5  DISCUSSION

5.5.1  Differentiating hydrogeomorphic processes

The Melton ratio has been recognized as a method of differentiating flood and debris flow

watersheds.  Jackson et al. (1987) found that watersheds in the Canadian Rocky Mountains that

produced debris flows had Melton ratios of greater than 0.3 and watersheds producing floods had

values below 0.3.  Bovis and Jakob (1999) found that debris flow watersheds in Coast Mountains

of southwest British Columbia had a minimum ratio of 0.53.  These values are similar to those

found in this study: flood producing watersheds can be characterized with a Melton ratio of less

than 0.3 and debris flow watersheds with a ratio of more than 0.6.  Literature reports for the

Melton ratio range for debris floods were not found.  This study found that debris flood

watersheds were primarily in the 0.3 to 0.6 range, but extending to 1.13 in watersheds longer than

2.7 km.

The class limits using the Melton ratio correctly identified 14 (88%) of the 16 field classified

flood fans.  Both misidentified watersheds could have been the result of misclassification in the

field.  One was the smallest “flood” watershed (1.4 km2) (Newcmb1).  The watershed and stream

channel appeared to be very stable aside from a mid-fan reach that had a recent, large

accumulation of bedload.  No evidence of other contemporary hydrogeomorphic activity was

found.  On the second fan (M3), deposits were very challenging to classify (i.e., flood versus

debris flood deposit).  Field classification of hydrogeomorphic processes on forested fans can be

challenging due to the influence of forests.  Clast orientation can be influenced by turbulence

around stems and downed woody debris.  Classic signatures can be obscured or enhanced by

woody debris and trees.  It is usually difficult to “stand back” and view the deposit due to the

trees.  Also, as with fans lacking forest cover, post-event fluvial reworking of sediments can

change the orientation of clasts.  While this reworking also occurs on fans without forest cover,

the direction of water flow for the reworking can be significantly modified by the presence of

trees and woody debris.  The only way to be 100% sure of orientation is to excavate pits and
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undertake detailed sedimentologic descriptions.  While this detailed work was beyond the

synoptic scope of the present study, the field identification of hydrogeomorphic processes is

considered to be reasonably accurate.

The class limits using the Melton ratio and watershed length correctly identified 12 (92%) of the

13 field classified debris flow fans.  The limits placed one as a debris flood (Big Wdn1).  As

discussed previously, this could be the result of misclassification in the field.

The class limits using the Melton ratio and watershed length correctly identified 30 of the 36

(83%) field classified debris flood fans.  Two were identified as flood fans, and could be the

result of misclassification in the field.  Four were identified as debris flow fans.  Three of these

watersheds have snow avalanches that influence a major portion of the stream channel directly

above the fans.  It is possible that the snow avalanches in these watersheds are distributing

sediments more uniformly along the channels, reducing the potential for debris flows and

enhancing the potential for debris floods.  It is possible that the fourth “debris flow” watershed

was misclassified in the field although this is unlikely as the sedimentologic signatures of debris

flows were not present.

5.5.2  Differentiating floods

Watershed area was used to differentiate the three classes of flood fans.  The class limits correctly

identified all sampled fans.  The importance of this attribute is logical given that floods with the

power to clear wide swaths through forests required a substantial watershed area, while low-

power floods only require small watersheds.  Intermediate watersheds would be expected to

produce events with a more limited, but still powerful influence on forest stands.  The utility of

selecting watershed area is that in the classification process it has already been determined for the

Melton ratio.
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5.5.3  Differentiating debris floods

Watershed relief and the percent of commercial forest cover were used to differentiate low- and

high-power debris flood watersheds.  The class limits correctly identified all sampled fans.  The

importance of these attributes are logical since erosion potential is related to watershed relief but

is also moderated by forest cover.  The percent of watershed with commercial forest cover has not

been identified as a common watershed attribute in the debris flow literature.  However, it is

reasonable that it is a significant attribute in the study region.  Forest stands have a generally

positive role in the maintenance of slope stability through the effects of roots on soil cohesion

(Sidle et al. 1985).  Forests play a role in moderating peak flows by reducing snowpacks and

delaying melt, intercepting and evaporating precipitation, and enhancing soil infiltration capacity

(Hetherington 1987).  Thus, as the percent of forest cover in a watershed increases, it follows that

incidence of high-power debris floods should decline and low-power debris floods become more

common.

High-power site and stand disturbance level debris flood watersheds were differentiated based on

relief ratio and the percent of the watershed greater than 35°.  The class limits correctly identified

16 (89%) of the 18 stand level disturbance debris flood fans.  Both misidentified watersheds have

low percentages of steep terrain (G35) but this terrain is directly connected to the streams

(Compass and Sibola).  The class limits correctly identified 10 (77%) of the 13 site level

disturbance debris flood fans.  One of the misidentified watersheds has snow avalanche activity

that influences a major portion of the stream channel directly above the fan (Mill).  As previously

described, this may reduce the potential for stand level disturbance debris floods.  The second

misidentified watershed is small and steep with limited sediment sources, perhaps limiting the

level of sediment carried in debris floods and thus the level of disturbance to forest cover

(8McDnll2).  The third misidentified watershed has a high percentage of steep terrain that is

drained by a high density of small (ephemeral) tributaries (19Skit).  It is possible that the

tributaries do not have the capacity to deliver sediments to the main channel, thus limiting the

volume and power of debris floods.
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5.5.4  Differentiating debris flows

The percent of watershed with commercial forest cover was used to differentiate the two high-

power debris flow classes.  As previously discussed, given the role of forests in maintaining slope

stability and moderating runoff, it is logical that as the percent of forest cover in a watershed

increases, the incidence of high-power stand level disturbance debris flows should decline and

high-power site level disturbance debris flows become more common.  The class limits correctly

identified all eight stand level disturbance fans.  The class limits correctly identified four (80%)

of the five site level disturbance fans.  The one misidentified watershed (Kits3) is one of several

sampled along a hillside unit.  The adjacent watersheds are larger and have high-power stand

level disturbance debris flows.  This is the smallest watershed (0.21 km2) in the study and

consists primarily of steep rock bluffs, talus slopes and alpine forests.  It is possible that the

sediment clasts are generally too large to transport given the amount of water available.  The

result is that the watershed produces high-power site level disturbance debris flows.

5.6  CONCLUSIONS

Watershed attributes for the differentiation of all eight categories in the forest stand classification

scheme were determined using ANOVA.  Class limits were selected by plotting the attribute data

and maximizing the number of watersheds in the correct categories.  Compared to field

classification, prediction success ranged from 77% to 100%.  Attributes for predicting

hydrogeomorphic processes and six categories can be determined manually from topographic and

forest cover maps.  Two categories require GIS support to determine attributes.  Table 5.9

presents the characterizing watershed attributes and class limits for the hydrogeomorphic

processes.  Table 5.10 presents the eight categories with characterizing watershed attributes and

class limits.

The results confirm that the Melton ratio is useful for differentiating flood and debris flow

watersheds (Jackson et al. 1987; Bovis and Jakob 1999).  However this study provides new

evidence that the ratio, in conjunction with watershed length, can be used to differentiate debris
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flood watersheds.  This study also provides new evidence that watershed attributes can be used

with a high degree of confidence to predict the power and disturbance extent of hydrogeomorphic

events on forested fans.

Table 5.9.  Class limits for the hydrogeomorphic processes.
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Table 5.10.  Class limits for power and disturbance extent for the hydrogeomorphic proc-
esses.  (See Table 5.1 for an explanation of abbreviations.)
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